


STELLA MARIS
Length: 38.00 metres (124' 8")
Beam: 8.12 metres (26' 8")
Draft: 3.8 metres (12' 6")
Number of Guests: 16
Number of Crew: 5
Built: 2004
Refit: 2016
Flag: Croatia
Hull Construction: Wood
Hull Configuration: Displacement
 
Air conditioning, WiFi connection on board

Beside all other perks of tailor-made holidays, Stella Maris
provides exclusivity of yacht to larger charter parties (up to 16
guests). Blending comfort and style, elegantly outlined
dimensions and dazzling charm of wooden sailing yacht Stella
Maris is a scenery for perfectly relaxed statement holidays. 
Whether the whole group is together or private space is
needed, large main deck of Stella Maris will do. Center of social
life on board is al fresco dining area on the aft; comfortable
seating around large table protected from the sun by hard top.
Relaxing on cushioned lounging area behind it is always a
good idea. Up front, main deck offers additional seating area
with two cocktail tables, plenty of deck space, Jacuzzi, elliptical
trainer and stationary bike leaves. Upper deck - an area for

sun lovers; sun mattresses and privacy. 
Spacious, airy salon with inside dining area, bar, lounge and
Captain's bridge. Down the stairs to the back and front is the
way to 4 staterooms on each side of below deck. Level of
comfort in 8 excellent sized, pleasant and cozy staterooms
confirms Stella Maris as the most exclusive choice among
vessels of her capacity.



















SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 16
Number of Cabins: 8
Cabin Configuration: 6 Double, 2 Twin
Bed Configuration: 6 Queen, 4 Single

EQUIPMENT
Engines: ENGINES: Fiat Iveco AIFO 2X450 HP
2 GENERATORS (1x16kw, 1x36kw) ONAN
Cruising Speed: 9 knots

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: Jet Ski, 2 x Sea Bob, 2 x paddle boards,
Kayak 1 pax x 2, Donut ride/ ringo ride, SET: mask,
snorkel and flippers x 12, Fishing ropes, Banana ride,
Knee board



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


